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How are cyclists counted in Kent?
Cycle counter in
Copenhagen, Denmark
where cycling is
considered transport and
given adequate financial
support by the
Government. The
Copenhagen cycle counter
is one of a series of
counters in Danish cities
recording daily and annual
cycle trips. In Copenhagen
30% of all journeys to
work are made by bike.
500,000 people choose to
cycle in Greater
Copenhagen daily. Forty
years ago, Copenhagen was
car-clogged. Now with over
1000 km of bicycle lanes,
37% of commuters use the
bicycle to get into the city
and 55% of people cycle in
the city itself.

Photo: Sheila Webb
SPOKES was formed in 1994 to campaign for better cycling facilities in East
Kent. SPOKES works closely with SUSTRANS, Kent County Council,
district and parish councils. SPOKES is affiliated to the Cyclists’ Touring
Club, CycleNation and Euro-Regio Velo. For more information see our
website: www.spokeseastkent.org.uk
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Contacting SPOKES

Editorial

I urge all readers
to support The
Times’ Cities Fit for cycling
campaign which incorporates
Twenty’s Plenty (20mph) for all
residential streets. This is the first
time in the history of Spokes that
cycling has become a relevant
political issue nationally. Let us
not lose this momentum.
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Imagine how much safer,
pleasanter and less polluted Kent
could be if all our councils were to
adopt and implement the Times’
Manifesto! Please write to your
councillors today and ask them to
push for the adoption of the 8
point manifesto. See Spokes Open
Letter in this newsletter for full
details.
We are also looking for a title to
call our newsletter. Can readers
please email the editor with any
ideas that you may have. The
person who gets his/her title
chosen will be awarded a stylish
enamel Spokes badge.

Please get all articles and
photographs for the next newsletter
to the editor by mid July 2012.
Any views expressed herein are

those of the author, and not
necessarily of Spokes.
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Spokes becomes
20’s Plenty advocate
for Kent
We ask every authority in Kent to
implement a blanket wide 20mph on
all residential streets.
In Britain More than half of road
deaths and serious injuries occur on
roads with 30 mph limits.It also has
the highest percentage of pedestrian
road fatalities in Europe 22.5% and
the lowest levels of children walking
or cycling to school in Europe.
-Speed limits on Britain’s urban roads
are 60% higher than Europe.
(30 mph compared to 18.6 mph)
-British parents consistently cite traffic
speed as the main reason why their
children are not allowed to cycle or
walk to school.

20’s Plenty

Where People Live

-Lowering urban and residential speed
limits to 20 mph has been found to
decrease child pedestrian accidents
by up to 70%. In Portsmouth the
20mph limit on all residential roads
has reduced casualties by 22%.
-80% of the public and 75% of drivers
support 20 mph as a speed limit on
residential streets.
See open letter on page 11 from
Spokes to all authorities about The
Times’ Cities Fit for Cycling Campaign
that includes at point 6 in the
proposed manifesto a measure to
make 20mph the default speed on
residential streets.

NEWS...NEWS...NEWS...NEWS...NEWS...NE
Misinformed ministers mislead

witnesses to give evidence on the
topic of cycle safety before then
questioning Mike Penning MP and
Norman Baker MP (who is responsible
for cycling aspects). Both ministers
were pretty evasive of the questioning
and certainly didn’t want to commit to
targets such as specific reductions in
cycle casualties. However perhaps the
most alarming point was where the
ministers mislead the committee over
cycling casualties in the UK when
compared with The Netherlands.
Norman Baker said “…I think that my
colleague Mike referred earlier on to
the rate per 100,000 of the

In our previous newsletter I wrote of
how Mike Penning MP, Parliamentary
Under Secretary of State for Transport
responsible for safety, was
misinformed on which roads cyclists
can legally use and how the mythical
“Road Tax”, more properly known as
VED, doesn’t buy motorists a right to
use the road (See Misinformed
minister, page 3, issue 67).
Unfortunately ministers in the DfT
seem to be a bit more than just
confused. 24th April saw the Transport
Select Committee calling a number of
4

NEWS...NEWS...NEWS...NEWS...NEWS...NE
Borough Council (ABC) would need to
fund the balance through local
developer contributions. This is
excellent news and ABC is compiling
the necessary documentation
requested by Sustrans and doing
everything it can to bring the project
to fruition.
Willesborough Dykes cyclepath is
extremely important to Ashford
cyclists, especially in light of the
planned residential building at
Cheesemans Green! Currently the only
routes for cyclists from Kingsnorth/
Park Farm is either the cramped
Kingsnorth/Beaver roads or the
Romney Marsh dual carriageway, both
of which are not conducive to getting
more people cycling, especially
considering that the distance is
perfect for commuters to the town
centre or Ashford Intl station!

population, in terms of cycle deaths,
and we actually come above the
Netherlands. We’ve got a better
record on that.”. The figures quoted
were a rate of 0.71 deaths per 100k
in the UK and 0.84 deaths per 100k
in the NL. Later Mike Penning even
had the tenacity to say “I think the
Netherlands may want to come and
see us, to see how we are making
sure that so few people are killed
cycling…”.
Now these statements are
exceptionally misleading. Using some
2009 figures, the modal share of
cycle journeys in the UK is 2%. In the
NL it’s 26%. So, the proportion of
cycle journeys in the NL 13 times that
of the UK. Another measure would be
to look at the distance of cycle
journeys travelled in each country. It
should be clear that reason that the
UK’s figures look better than the NL in
the ministers’ presentation is simply
because cycle journeys make up only
a fraction of those when compared
with NL. Or, to put it another way, if
you’re not using a bicycle for your
journey it makes it rather difficult for
you to stand a chance of being killed
whilst on your bicycle.
If you want to see the whole of the
questioning, take a look at http://
www.parliamentlive.tv/Main/
Player.aspx?meetingId=10668

I'm keeping up with both my local &
district councillors as well as Mr.
Parish (who has been brilliant in
keeping me informed) to get as much
information as possible.

Alex Tritton

Spokies play Pied
Piper
Spokes members Beatrice Shire, John
Hunt, and Gregory Williams again
helped to lead a group of over 20
cycling French schoolchildren and
their teachers across Kent. Outward
was Dover to Doddington via Pett
Bottom, with the return via
Canterbury.

Gregory Williams

Willesborough Dykes cycle path
which had its funding cut in 2010 is
being reinstigated. The project has
been shortlisted for approx 50% of the
funding required to deliver it. Ashford
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A cycle way to Dungeness
By David Taylor, Chairman, Cycle Shepway
Imagine a family in Newham, host
borough of the Olympics, fancying a
cycle day at the seaside. Mum, Dad
and two teenagers pedal to Stratford
International and happily load their
bikes onto the high-speed train for
Folkestone Central. Forty-five minutes
later, having streaked across Kent
and browsed Google Maps, they
decide to head for the harbour and
ride westwards to Dungeness.
Sunshine, seashore and wind in their
faces.
First problem is lack of cycle signage
to the harbour, just a crazy circuitous
route for vehicles, a hangover from
Folkestone’s ferry port days. So,
instinctively, they head downhill
towards the viaduct and into Tontine
Street, main drag to the harbour.
Problem two - it’s one-way and they
have to push their bikes on the
pavement.
Problem three is seafront confusion.
Signs for National Cycle Route 2 direct
them into Lower Leas Coastal Park.
“But Dad”, cry the kids, “why can’t we
cycle on the promenade like everyone
else?” Father decides to do things
properly. They turn into the park
along NCR2. Within seconds, another
problem: they must dismount as they
encounter a play area where children
dart between climbing equipment on
either side of the path.
No sooner is the family riding again
than vicious speed bumps, with no
gaps for cycles, hamper progress.
Through the trees are tantalising

glimpses of the sea but it’s lost as the
cyclists are swallowed in Lower
Sandgate Road, houses lining both
sides of the street. At Sandgate NCR2
joins the traffic-ridden high street, the
A259 towards Hastings. Dad’s had
enough and cuts through to the
seafront.
But, oh dear, elderly ladies “tut-tut” as
the teenagers politely ring their bells.
“Cyclists have no right down here”,
shouts an angry dog-walker. Mum
spots a sign for the Hub Cycle Shop
and Café. With no stands, they chain
their bikes to a railing. Inside the
friendly proprietors explain that the
promenade is no such thing. It’s a
“seawall” on which Shepway District
Council does not concede rights of
way to pedestrians or cyclists.
So what to do? Just ignore the
legalities, they are advised. Everyone
else does. Revitalised, they push on
to where NCR2 joins the seafront on
The Esplanade, bumping along the
coggly tarmac dual-use path where
cars are parked with two wheels on
the pavement.
Beyond the Seabrook ice-cream kiosk,
Dad, Mum and the kids finally spot
what they’d expected – a broad
promenade to Hythe with the
occasional dual-use pedestrian/cyclist
sign to reassure them. Little do they
realise, and nor does anyone else
except a highways engineer at SDC,
that cyclists have no right there either.
Donkey’s years ago, the signs were
placed by mistake. Cyclists should be
6

Cycle way to Dungeness, continued
riding on the rough grass verge on the
landward side of Princes Parade, the
road alongside the promenade – a
legality that has also escaped
Sustrans, the great charity that
manages the UK’s cycle routes.
Alas, it’s the same story all the way to
Dungeness. Spanking new stretches
of seawall from the Hythe artillery
ranges to Dymchurch and beyond are
officially off limits to cyclists and
pedestrians.
No designated cycle
route or footpath exist along this
glorious 20-mile coastline.
What
should be the jewel in the crown of
Shepway’s visitor appeal is a
shambles of lost opportunity by those
who administer it – Kent County
Council, Shepway District Council, the
Environment Agency and the Ministry
of Defence.
This spring Cycle Shepway launches a
campaign to establish a Folkestone to
Dungeness Cycle Way. It will be a
long haul. Agency will bicker with
council and council with ministry and
all of them with Cycle Shepway. In
petty concerns about liability and
precedent, the bigger picture will be
blurred. But we shall keep focus. For
a start, we have the backing of MP
Damian Collins who appreciates the
great economic and tourist potential
of such a route.
So what of the family? Dad, Mum and
the teenagers make it to Dungeness
and back again to Folkestone. But
next time they catch a train to Kent,
they’ll plump for a friendlier stretch of
coast like the Oyster Bay Trail from
Whitstable to Reculver or the Viking
Coastal Trail around the Isle of Thanet

where routes are clear and
maintained and cyclists feel welcome.
CAMPAIGN NOTE: Cycle Shepway will
be collecting signatures for the
Folkestone-Dungeness Cycle Way
Petition from its stand at the
Folkestone Green Fair on July 6 and 7
and from a stand shared with Spokes
at the Sandgate Sea Festival on
August 26.
A Cycle Shepway Ride in support of
the Folkestone-Dungeness Cycle Way
Campaign will take place on Saturday,
June 16. Details to be announced.

About Spokes rides
There is a Spokes ride on the first
Sunday of every month.
We’re often asked:
“What is a Spokes ride?”
“Do you race?”
“Should I wear lycra and shades?”
“Is it an endurance ride?”
“Will I keep up?”
“Do I need a road bike or a mountain bike?”
Well, it’s time to set the record
straight.
This is the definitive guide to our
normal monthly Spokes Ride:

 They are in a different location in
Kent each month

 Always start at a station
 Usually circular, so finishing at the
start
Continued on page 9
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French fortifications
Even though I live in west London I’ve
enjoyed joining Spokes rides over the
last year or so and was keen to sign
up again for Steve’s most excellent
Ardres adventure ride again this April.
It was to be my third trip to this
delightful town in the Pas de Calais
and on previous visits I’d noticed the
impressive Bastion walls in the small
park behind Le Mairie (Town Hall) next
to our popular lunch spot at Tavern de
Kate and became intrigued by them.
As soon as I got home after our visit
last September I started researching
and noticed that there were some
rather interesting photos embedded
in Google Earth. I soon learned that
this modest town had once been on
the front line during difficult times
between our two countries. In fact a
huge fortification was built in the 16th
century together with an impressive
Souterrain, a system of underground
passages. Only a relatively small

was soon put in touch with the very
helpful Frederic Feys who kindly
offered to give us a private tour of the
monument as it is usually closed to
the public. We felt privileged and
agreed to meet Frederic after lunch.
We had a bright and sunny crossing

that morning and the best part of 50
cyclists on all sorts of machines set
out for Ardres in high spirits despite
keepimg a weather eye on darkly
looming rain clouds. We got maybe
halfway before the rain and hail
arrived and many of us stopped for a
moment in any shelter we could find
to put extra layers of waterproofing
on. Off we headed again to our
destination and we were very glad
indeed to reach the security and
warmth of the Tavern with only a
slightly indecent scramble for the
nearest seats to the radiators.
With a nice hot meal under our belts
and perhaps a visit to the adjacent
Patisserie for one or two of us for
further fortification of an alimentary
kind it was time to meet our host for
the afternoon. Frederic introduced us
to his lovely wife, an English teacher,
and they then explained the history of

percentage of this immense structure
remains today but what does remain
is in excellent condition.
I approached the mayor’s office and

Continued on page 13
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Chairman’s Ramblings
Spokes is going through a steady process of
change. We are evolving and moving with
the times and in many ways a couple of
steps ahead. Our quarterly publication has
changed format, it is easier to read, carries
more content, has more potential advertising
space and if need be, can be expanded
further with more pages. I have heard
nothing but praise for the new format and
contents and feel sure our publication will
like our organisation go from strength to
strength!
We seem to be increasingly involved with
national campaigns and organisations.
Committee members travel far afield to
conferences and one was actually seen
attending The Times’ debate at
Westminster recently. Now that we have
joined the All-Party Parliamentary Group
for Cycling we plan to become more
involved in the formulation of national
policy. The debate continues and the
national campaign continues to grow. For
the first time in my many years of cycling
advocacy, the term tipping point, is starting
to be used. It remains to be seen if indeed,
the tipping point has yet been reached but
with all the debates in Parliament, daily
coverage in the media and the ever
increasing numbers taking up the humble
bicycle for transport, we certainly are being
heard more than in the past. The election
and outcome for the next Mayor of London
will be an indicator as to how far we have
come along this bumpy road. But what is
certain, we are moving into very interesting
times and cycling measures are likely to be
potential vote winners! Are you ready for
change?
Locally, the new cycle/pedestrian shared use
path through from Toddlers Cove and

Westgate Gardens has been granted by
Canterbury City Councillors and building
work will probably have started by the time
you read this article. This route will provide
an even better access point to the city and
indeed to the very successful Great Stour
Way.
We have been actively supporting Phase 2
of the Oyster Bay Trail coastal cycle route
between Swalecliffe and Whitstable and also
the new cycle route between Whitstable
Harbour, Stream Walk, Whitstable Railway
Station and the Crab and Winkle Way. The
public consultation was very thorough, with
overwhelming support from councillors,
local residents and visitors alike. Although
the process has not yet reached a happy
conclusion, I would like to say on behalf of
Spokes a well deserved thank you to Senior
Transport Officer Sheila Flynn for her hard
work and determination in the face of some
unseemly and unnecessary abuse from
certain individuals and a local organisation.
Steve Fawke

About Spokes rides, continued
 There’s always a ride leader and a
ride back stop

 No one’s left behind
 We stop for a leisurely lunch.
 It’s an unashamed escape from
day to day living

 It’s a leisurely exploration of the
beautiful Kent countryside

 It’s an opportunity to catch up with
old friends and meet new ones

 It’s a chance to enjoy your bike
And smile! You’re on a Spokes ride!
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Times’ cities fit for cycling campaign
Last month, Cambridge City Council
became the first local authority to
officially adopt The Times
newspaper’s campaign. Additionally, A
cycling commissioner has been
appointed by Cambridgeshire County
Council to push through reforms from
the Times’ 8 point manifesto. The role
has been taken up by County
Councillor Martin Curtis, a
Conservative and Cabinet Member for
Adult Services and Olympic coordinator. He said
This will help us take the next
steps to further improve cycling
levels which are vital in reducing
congestion, helping the economic
prosperity of the area and
achieving better health outcomes
for our communities.
In Southwark, the Leader of
Southwark Council has written to the
paper lending the borough's support.

We have earmarked nearly
£4million to spend on improving
cycling infrastructure and within
the next five years we hope to
have a new network of safe
routes for cyclists with a pledge
to keep as many of them as
possible free from motor vehicles.
In addition, we have called on
Transport for London
Commissioner Peter Hendy to
undertake an immediate review
of the roads and junctions they
control in the borough to see if all
is being done to prevent
accidents at these locations. Nine
out of ten of the most dangerous
junctions in Southwark are TfL
controlled routes.
Brighton & Hove council has pledged
to make their city fit for cycling. The
councillors recently voted
unanimously to support The Times’
cy c li ng campa ign an d inv ite
government ministers to visit the city
and see first-hand the improvements
being made locally.

Cllr Peter John, Leader of the Council
wrote:
We wholeheartedly welcome The
Times' "Cities fit for cycling
campaign" and would like to add
Southwark Council's name to your
paper's new cycling covenant.

The Councillor Ian Davey, cabinet
member for transport and the public
realm, said:
“I am delighted that our aspiration
to make Brighton & Hove a city fit
for cycling has so much support”.

We agree that our country's roads
need to be safer for cyclists and
so in partnership with the local
Southwark Cyclists group and
cyclists across the borough, we
are working towards the goal of
making Southwark one of
London's safest borough for
cyclists.

“As more people cycle in the city
each year we must do everything
possible to make sure that they
can do so safely. The Times’
campaign has made a significant
contribution to the national
cycling debate and signing up to it
10

builds up momentum
reinforces the work we are
doing”.”These measures,
alongside reduced speed limits in
residential areas, will go a
considerable way to enabling
more people to cycle more often,
more safely.”
Brighton & Hove City Council has
helped bring forward a number of
measures to support cyclists, such as
better cycle parking, in particular at
Brighton Station, cycle training in
schools; supporting adult cyclists
through travel planning and training;
and the promotion of existing cycle
routes in the city. Next week the
council will consider introducing an
extensive contraflow network to give
cyclists two-way access in one-way
streets in the North Laine.
In East Kent, Spokes has written to all
local authorities see letter within to
a s k th a t Ke n t su pp o r t a n d
implements the Times’ 8 point
manifesto. Please write to your local
councillors and ask for the same. We
will publish all responses from local
authorities on our website.

Petition for Folkestone to
Dungeness coastal path
Cycle Shepway are campaigning for a
Folkestone Harbour to Dungeness
coastal cycle path. To sign their
petition visit
http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/
coastline-cycleway.html

April 25 2012
Dear Council Leader
Re: Times’ Cities Fit For Cycling Campaign-Council Adoption of Manifesto
Norman Baker MP and Mike Penning MP, Parliamentary Under Secretaries of State, wrote to
you in a letter dated 28th February to ask you to
consider carefully how the Times’ eight point
manifesto can be taken forward in your communities. I am writing to you on behalf of Spokes
East Kent Cycling Campaign, to ask that your
council adopts and implements, as a matter of
urgency, the Times’ eight point manifesto to
reduce road deaths and injuries across Kent.
Spokes has made a few minor amendments to
the manifesto at points 1, 2 and 8, to make it
more relevant to Kent’s scattering of mediumsized towns, countryside and local government
structure.
The eight point manifesto consists of the following measures;
1. Lorries entering a town/city centre should
be required by law to fit sensors, audible turning alarms, extra mirrors and safety bars to stop
cyclists being thrown under the wheels.
2. Any local junctions included in the Time's
national survey of most dangerous road junctions will be identified, redesigned or fitted
with priority traffic lights for cyclists and Trixi
mirrors that allow lorry drivers to see cyclists
on their near-side.
3. A national audit of cycling to find out how
many people cycle in Britain and how cyclists
are killed or injured should be held to underpin
effective cycle safety.
4. Two per cent of the Highways Agency
budget should be earmarked for next generation
cycle routes, providing £100 million a year
towards world-class cycling infrastructure. Each
year cities should be graded on the quality of
cycling provision.
5. The training of cyclists and drivers must improve and cycle safety should become a core
part of the driving test.
6. 20mph should become the default speed limit
in residential areas where there are no cycle
lanes.
7. Businesses should be invited to sponsor cycleways and cycling super-highways, mirroring the
Barclays-backed bicycle hire scheme in London.
8. Every district and unitary authority, even
those without an elected mayor, should appoint
a cycling commissioner to push home reforms.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely
Steve Fawke Chairman
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Wide 20 mph Limits – A Winning
Opportunity
congestion. Noise is 40% less and
road maintenance and signage
lighting costs fall.
Improved
accessibility, helping the vulnerable
and community cohesion are further
quality of life gains.
20 mph limits without humps are
mandatory and enforceable with light
touch policing. Portsmouth had 22%
fewer road casualties two years
afterwards.
In Portsmouth roads
which previously were at 25 mph – 29
mph reduced by 6 mph.
Limits do not have traffic calming and
are seven times more cost effective
than zones that do. Indeed wide area
limits are much more helpful at
promoting active travel to school than
short stretches of road humps.
P r o f D a n n y D o r l in g , H u m a n
Geographer at The University of
Sheffield’s says 20 mph limits are
“the most cost effective way to
improve Britain today”. Warrington
found 800% first year rates of return
on its pilots in casualties avoided.
Yes, it paid for itself in 6 weeks.
7.5 million British people live in
authorities with a 20 mph residential
speed limit policy – like Oxford,
Lancashire, Hackney, Darlington,
Bath, Cambridge and Brighton. LTP,
Section 106, Local Sustainable
Transport Fund, PCT, borrowing, the
New Homes Bonus, Community
Infrastructure Levy or PFI funds are all
being earmarked for 20 mph limits
installations.
Liverpool’s PCT are
paying 40% of costs including public
engagement. Where there’s political

Councillors stand for election so that
they can help people. 20 mph limits
are a win-win policy supported by 7080% of voters. An increasing number
of authorities are funding 20 mph
limits. Make sure yours joins this
club.
20’s Plenty for Us, the National
Campaign for 20 mph limits, supports
people wanting slower road speeds.
Many Councillors are involved, either
running campaigns or supporting
constituents. Others regularly receive
requests and petitions.
As an organisation of grass roots
activists, each 20’s Plenty for Us
branch aims to explain to Councillors
three principles:1) That 20 mph is safer than 30 mph
on residential streets.
2) We don't need expensive speed
bumps to introduce 20 mph limits.
3) Everyone deserves safer, quieter,
cleaner streets.
Tick those you agree with. If its yes to
all three (like most people) then you
support community wide 20 mph
limits.
What are the benefits? Wide area
residential 20 mph limits enhance
child protection and health equalities.
Slower speeds provide the basis for
active travel and are associated with
up to 12% increases in levels of
walking and cycling.
They lower
obesity, heart disease and stress. 20
mph limits save 12% of fuel, reducing
climate change emissions. They
smooth traffic thereby cutting
12

Winning 20’s plenty, continued
will the approximately £2.50-3 per
head is found to pay. Islington are so
happy with their residential limits that
they are extending 20mph to arterial
roads.
Example council spending
includes £300k for Oxford, £573k for
Portsmouth, £460k for Cambridge,
£750k for Warrington and £9m for all
of Lancashire.
To further 20mph limits where you live
– my calls to action are Get informed – see the
www.20splentyforus.org.uk site. We
have videos, Frequently Asked

Council. It often wins cross party
support
If the above isn’t working then a
scrutiny topic. All 20 mph scrutiny’s to
date have favoured the policy.
Contact me for advice. My fantastic
job is to support and grow the 125
local 20’s Plenty for Us groups,
30 mph is outdated where people live.
You’d be hard pressed to find anyone
in a 20 mph street who wants it back
at 30 mph! Don’t get left behind in
introducing wide area 20 mph limits
without humps. It’ll make you popular
and have a lasting public benefit.

Questions and briefing sheets. Ask us
questions. Our services are free.
Suggest 20mph residential limits for
go in the local manifesto.

Cllr Anna Semlyen (Lab) York
Anna.s@20splentyforus.org.uk
www.20splentyforus.org.uk

Consider a petition. Write 20 mph into
political newsletters. Find a campaign
leader.

20’s Plenty for Us Campaign Manager
& author of Cutting Your Car Use
(sales at 130,000 copies)

Submit a motion, or question to Full

French fortifications, continued
the Bastion before taking us through a
heavily locked stout metal door down
into the dark, dank depths of the
Sou te r ra in . Wh at par t i cu la r ly
impressed me here was the beauty of
the brickwork and the historical
grafitti. Sadly we didn’t meet any of
the rare species of bats that roosts
here in winter but I’m sure we
identified with them somewhat as we
eventually emerged, blinking, into the
bright sunlight.
With time marching on and a warm,
dry afternoon beckoning we needed to
be heading for port soon but not
before gratefully accepted Frederic’s

offer of a tour of the town’s
underground grain silos to be
arranged in September. Care to join
us?
To see a video of the trip see: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?
=keWPjeSGMuA
Andy Longfellow
Do we have your email address? If not,
please email our Membership Secretary
with your membership number in the
subject line so that we can contact you
quickly regarding our campaigns. The
email address is:
membership@spokeseastkent.org.uk
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CYCLENATION Conference – Cycle, Health
& Safety: Winning the Arguments
Saturday 21st April, Birmingham by Douglas Bush
Notably present from all the speakers,
from the first, Prof. Bruce Lyn (UCL)
speaking on “Health and Cycling” to
the seventh David Dansky (Cycle
Training UK) speaking about “ The
Impact of Health and Safety
perceptions and legislation on Cycle
Training”, was the positive
enthusiasm each had for cycling and
its promotion.
The difference between the health of
those who cycle and those who do
not, was so obvious from the detailed
investigations which have been
carried out here and in other
c o u n tr ie s .
Th e p er c e p t i o n s
associated with the wearing of cycle
helmets are still causing all sorts of
problems with training schemes, such

as, when and where children are
permitted to cycle and what
impositions are forced on
organizations from insurance
companies.
The conclusion
concerning helmets is still that your
health risks are much higher from
not cycling at all than is the risk from
cycling without a helmet.
The need to adapt to what is
perceived as the problems in the
road environment rather than
coming to terms with what are the
real problems and waking up to
shared responsibilities is still
influencing many decisions made by
people in authority, engineers and
planners. Dr. Robert Davis, (Road
Danger Reduction Forum), was still
#68

Name(s) ..........................................................................................
Address ..........................................................................................
........................................................................................................
Postcode .............................. Phone ..............................................
Email ..............................................................................................
Annual membership - please tick relevant box:
Individual adult

£7.50

Family/household £12

Senior citizen/unwaged/under 16 £5
Please make cheques payable to SPOKES and send to SPOKES,
Maritime House, Snargate St, Dover CT17 9BZ.
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Tweet Away- Spokes now
tweets. You can follow us on
Twitter via @spokeseastkent

Now’s the time to be a SPOKESperson!

The Irish Transport Experience
I recently had the opportunity to
undertake a highly beneficial EUrecognised work placement in
Ireland’s capital city, Dublin.
As
expected, I was unsure of what to
expect from the country, its
inhabitants and the working life, but I
was pleasantly surprised! Upon my
arrival at Dublin Airport, I was even
greeted with well designed and
implemented cycle paths which ran
parallel with the
main
road
through
the
airport. This was
a promising start!
Dublin is situated
on Ireland’s east
coast,
at
the
mouth of the
River Liffey, which
runs through the
heart of the city.
The River is a
focal point for
locals and visitors alike, but also
accommodates a ferry terminal east
of the city centre receiving crosschannel ferries and freight from
Holyhead, Birkenhead, Liverpool and
Douglas. To the north and west of the
capital are the Wicklow Mountains,
rich in green pastures and grazing
land.
As with all major cities, the transport
network within Dublin is a key factor
for those individuals who commute,
reside, work, study or simply want to
visit and sightsee. Most notably, the
reliance on private vehicle usage in
and around Dublin is the likely cause

of the substantial traffic jams and
extended journey times that plague
the morning and evening journeys to/
from work, despite the good public
transport alternatives.
Dublin is served by an extensive
network of nearly 200 bus routes
covering the city and suburbs. There
are regular rail links serving the city
whilst connecting with other locations
within
the
Republic
of
Ireland.
In
addition, Dublin’s
Light Rail System,
known as the
Luas, has been
operational since
2004. The twoline tram or light
rail system was
implemented with
the assistance of
EU funding of
€82.5
million
under the European Regional
Development Fund.
In a bid to increase environmentally
sustainable transport methods, Dublin
City Council began installing cycle
lanes and tracks throughout the city in
the 1990s. To date, the city benefits
from in excess of 120 miles of both
on and off-road tracks for cyclists.
Dublin’s commitment to cycling was
recognised in 2011 when it was
ranked 9th in the major cities on the
Copenhagenize Index of BicycleFriendly Cities, sandwiched between
Montreal and Budapest in the
rankings. Futher details, including the
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criteria used, can be viewed online at
http://copenhagenize.eu/index/
In 2009, a self-service bicycle rental
scheme, known as Dublinbikes, was
introduced. The scheme is likened to
that of the Barclays Cycle Hire
scheme, currently operational within
Central London.
The Dublinbikes
scheme consists of 550 French-made
unisex bicycles stationed at 44
terminals throughout the city centre.
In order to hire a bike you must
initially purchase a Long Term Hire
Card costing €10 or, alternatively, a 3day ticket costing €2. Users of the
scheme are entitled to 30 minutes
free use of their bike. Thereafter, a
service charge applies ranging from
€0.50 (50 cents) for ½ hour, €1.50 for
2 hours, €3.50 for 3 hours, €6.50 for
4 hours and then €2 for every extra ½
hour accumulated.
The Dublinbikes scheme currently
attracts in excess of 58,000
subscribers to the service. This figure
is likely to increase in the coming
months and years with plans to
dramatically expand the scheme
across Dublin city and surrounding
suburbs which will, in turn, providhe a
further 5,000 bikes and 300

terminals.
It is evident from my visit that the
provision of a well-established bicycle
hire scheme enables people to
undertake multi-modal transport
usage.
For example, I could
disembark the DART or Commuter
train service at one of the city centre
stations, walk a short distance into
the heart of the city and simply collect
a bike. Likewise, I could do the same
if travelling by bus, Luas, car, taxi or
even on foot.
The ability to have these multi-modal
forms of transport, including cycling,
within a city centre environment goes
some way to reducing traffic
congestion and carbon emissions, it
promotes healthy, sustainable, cost
effective and easily accessible means
of transport, whilst being beneficial to
the local economy from a financial
perspective.
I look forward to my next visit to the
Emerald Island where I envisage
having more time to try out one of the
smart looking Dublinbikes!
James Shaughnessy
Spokes member and Chairman,
Thanet Cycle Forum

CYCLENATION Conference, continued
able to provide over whelming
evidence of the negative safety
measures which encourage driving in
preference to walking and cycling.
Martin Porter, QC, explained how he
felt that the “Stricter Liability
Campaign” was having an effect on
decisions in court and that cyclists
have a good chance of winning their
case.

The conference wound up the day’s
event with a discussion on what local
groups can do to encourage an
understanding of the realities of
cycling.
The full version of a report on the
conference can be found on-line at
www.cyclenation.org.uk/
WinningTheArguments.php
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Sustrans Update
Darent, funded under London Cycle
Network+ and TfL Greenways funding
has been completed. Funding is
n o w
b e i n g
s o u g h t
to progress planning and other legal
consents.
Planning consent has
previously been granted to upgrade
the footpath (DB1) alongside the
Thames from the EA barrier to
Greenhithe. A 2.5m shared use path
is to be constructed. Issues have been
resolved where the route will pass
under a jetty and under the Dartford
Crossing. Cycle Tracks Act Orders - to
convert the footpath to a cycle track are to be advertised shortly. Further
sections of the City 2 Sea route have
been negotiated and secured through
major redevelopment of sites, most
notably at the old Cement Works at
Northfleet.
NCN177 Pepperhill to Strood - This is
primarily a segregated traffic free
path adjacent to carriageway route
connecting Pepperhill to Strood
notably running through the length of
Cyclopark. The route is already
available on the ground and a recent
signage audit has been completed
which will result in signage being
refreshed.
River Medway - 3 separate studies
are near completion to report on the
feasibility of providing a shared use
walking and cycling route along the
banks of the River Medway:- i) Along
the Waters Edge (Rochester/Strood to
Aylesford), ii) Allington Lock to
Aylesford, iii) Tonbridge to Allington
Lock. This provides partners with a
much fuller understanding of the

Route Development
Sustrans continues to work closely
with Kent County Council developing
and delivering new Cycle Routes
around the County –
NCN2, Hythe - Bridleway creation
agreements were secured with the
John Aspinall Foundation to create a
new 1 mile long stretch of traffic free
cycling. Surfacing of the new track
was completed by KCC with the
assistance of a grant from the Kent
Downs LEADER programme. As added
interest, two interpretation boards
have been installed along the trail
explaining the visible remains of a
roman port and the local, and not so
local, wildlife. Signing has now been
completed to divert the existing road
s e c tio n a lo n g th i s fa n t a s t i c
new alignment.
NCN17 – An extension to NCN17
between Maidstone and Ashford is
nearing completion. KCC have
surfaced three existing public rights of
way to a standard suitable for
recreational cycling. Further work is
required on a Byway in Harrietsham
after which the route will be signed
and ready for use. The route is to be
promoted as part of the “Pilgrims
Cycle Trail” which will run along quiet
lanes and traffic-free tracks from
Rochester to Ashford using NCN17
and from Ashford to Canterbury using
the existing NCN18.
City 2 Sea (Thames Estuary Path) Design work for a new pedestrian and
cycle bridge linked to Environment
Agency flood barrier at mouth of river
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issues and challenges in providing
such a route. Some sections between
Rochester/Strood and Aylesford are
being worked on for delivery next
year.
Regional Route 12 - Tonbridge to
Penshurst Cycle Route - extension to
Hever Castle is almost complete - On
leaving Penshurst Place the ride skirts
round part of Penshurst Village and
heads due west on the second climb,
a gentle incline to Wat Stock giving
fine views of the Kent countryside.
From here the route joins quiet lanes
leading to one of the prettiest villages
in Kent, and perhaps England,
Chiddingstone which is a fine example
of a Tudor one-street village. The
route continues round to
Chiddingstone Castle which can be
traced back to the early 1500’s. On
passing the castle the ride continues
on quiet lanes to then join the Hever
Castle Estate following the access
road and route via the King Henry 8th
pub to arrive at the Castle entrance.
Darent Valley Path - A further section
of the route south from Powdermill
Lane (Dartford)has been upgraded to
shared use as part of the Connect 2
Project. This section will be completed
next summer along with routes to the
north of Dartford. When additional
work is completed next year (route out
to the Thames; Toucan Crossing at
Market Street etc) there will be a 4 -5
mile traffic free route from the
Thames, through Central Park and out
to the countryside to the south. The
Steering Group is now turning its
attention to the remainder of the
r ou te be tween Da rt fo r d an d
Sevenoaks.

Hop Pickers Line Heritage Project The proposal to open up parts of the
former Hawkhurst Branch Line to
provide a shared use route is being
worked on by the local community
with support from KCC, Sustrans and
other partners. It is hoped HLF funds
can be secured next year to deliver
much of this ambitious project.
David Young, Sustrans

Spokes rides & events
continued

details on website in August. Steve
Fawke (01227 830336)
Sunday 16 September
The Childrens Trust London to
Canterbury Cycle Ride. 65 or 80 mile
routes.
Saturday 22 September to Sunday 23
September
Join Team Poverty on the inaugural
Cathedrals to Coast bike ride! Starting
in London, this 147 mile challenge will
take us past some of England’s finest
cathedrals and castles and finish on
Weymouth’s seafront. Raising money
for Christian Aid.
Events List for 2012
June 10th Le Weekend Sandwich
July 21st Deal
August 11th Picnic on the Green
Walmer
August 26th Sandgate Sea Festival
September 2nd Chartham Fete
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Advertise here:
£35 per quarter page / £60 per half page / £100 per whole page
Contact Terry at terry@care4free.net for more information, ensuring to put ‘Advert’ in the
subject line.
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SPOKES RIDES & EVENTS
(Further rides on the website)
Co-ordinator: Ian Rogers 01227749598 Email:rides@spokeseastkent.org.uk
Welcome to new members. Spokes monthly rides plan to cater for cyclists of varying
experience and ability. We are certainly not all lycra, heads down and bums up. Most
rides avoid busy main roads almost entirely, and on many rides you will be surprised
how few cars you see. The idea is to enjoy the countryside, and have a good chat if
you like. The routes are circular with a pub or café lunch-stop and if you are in a hurry
or a bit tired there is often the possibility of a short cut or return leg by train. Hope to
see you soon. Ian

5th June Tuesday
National Bike Week and Queen's
Jubilee. PM or evening ride. TBA—see
the website for details. Of all Bike
Week events

Wednesday 18 July to Sunday 22
July
The London to Paris bike ride is the
cycling challenge of a lifetime. Join us
this summer for this iconic ride, from
the heart of London to the
breathtaking Eifel Tower in Paris,
arriving in time to watch the final
stretch of the Tour de France. Raising
money for Christian Aid.

Friday 8 June to Sunday 10 June
Fowlmead Country Park, Deal
2012 World Human Powered Vehicle
Championship

Sunday 10th June
A visit to the World Human Powered
Vehicle Championship at Fowlmead
Country Park. (In association with
Explore Kent.)

Sunday 5th August
10:30 at Romney Hythe and
Dymchurch railway station at Hythe.
Romney Marsh (part 2) – eastern half.
More flat and quiet country lanes.
Lunch and swim (optional) at
Dymchurch.

10:00 at Canterbury East station
or 10:45 at Adisham station

Sunday 2nd September
10:30 at Canterbury West station
Dragons’ Teeth to Fougasse. An
undulating ride to the lunch stop at
Deal, pausing on the way to look at
things. A flatter way home via
Sandwich. This is a longer ride. Martin
Lloyd (01227 454952)

Ride includes long lunch stop at the
Human Powered Vehicle World
Championships (no entrance charge).
Bring picnic, or snack at café. Return
to stations or linger all day if you like.
John Hunt (01227 769035)
Sunday 1st July
10:00 at Rye station
Rye and Romney Marsh. Inland and
then down to Camber. Nice and flat!
Lovely tea room back in Rye. Liz &
Dave Wall (01634 838638)

Saturday 15th September
8:00 at Dover Eastern Docks booking
office
France. All day. Early start from Dover
(approximately 8am) but see precise
times and more
Continued on page 18
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